INTRODUCTION

53.
In his classic work on Original Austronesian, Otto Dempwolff ~econst~cted words employing a two-way contrast· between the larynfeals
• and h in word-initial, wbrd-final, and intervocalic positions. In intervocalic positions+in reconstructed words containing unlike vowels, ~ne ~f which is i or u+ Dempvolff used a three-way contrast between ·~ h, and a semivowe·1 j or v (depending on the contiguous vowels).
In his monograph on Proto-Malayo-Polynesian (PMF) Laryngeals, Isidore Dyen's reconstructi~ns differ from those of Dempwolff in at least three important ways, (a) He aligns the correspondence set~ differently into phonemes. Certain cases of Dempwolff's i~itial t are+re-aligned with many cases of his intervocalic !;!1d final has Dyen's q; and many cases of Dempwolff's initial hare re-aligned with+many cases of his intervocalic • and certain casas of his final ' as Dyen's h.
He argues that this re-alignment of correspondence sets as phonemes is more consistent with the phonetic values involved in the correspondences.
(b) He identifies three laryngeal contfasts in all positions. Certain cases of DemPwolff's initial and final 'and many cases of his intervocalic semivowels mentioned above are analyzed by+Dyen as Hiatus, +O.
He maintains that these are contrastive with his h (though Dempwolff did not recognise this) on the basis of Tongan data for initial cases, and on the basis of Tagalog and Visayan morpho.ph.o~lics for final cases.
(c) Dyen's reconstructions are based upon qata which only partly overlaps Dempwolff's, and his phonetic interpretation of the written sources differs somewhat from Dempwolff's.
Dempwolff reconstructed Proto-Indonesian from Tagalog, Javanese and Toba-Batak, and then regarded this as Proto-Austronesian after making only slight modifications on the basis of Malay, Ngaju-dayak, Hova, Fiji, Saa, Tonga, Futuna and Samoa.
Dyen reconstructs Proto-Malayo-Polynesian from Tagalic (Tagalog, Bikol and Visayan are all regarded as a simple witness), Malay, Javanese and Tonga.
It is the purpose of this paper to examine four of the lesser known Philippine languages for possible evidence supporting Dyen's re-alignment of correspondence sets as PMP phonemes and his positing of a third PMP laryngeal contrast.
Kalamian is a language spoken on the island of that name in northern Palawan.
It lies within the geographical area occupied by the Southern Family of the Philippine Stock of languages, though its affinity to the Southern Family has not yet been determined. Tagabili is spoken by some 20,000 and Bilaan by some 40,000 in the Cotabato Province on the southern coast of Mindanao.
They both belong to the 54.
South Mindanao Family of languages, which are possibly more related to the languages of Java than to those of the Philippines. Agta is spoken by about 600 Negritos in the Cagayan Province of Northern Luzon, and belongs to 3 the Northern Family of the Philippine Stock of Languages.
2.
REFLEXES OF PMP NON-~ARYNGEAL PHONEMES
The following tentative statement of the reflexes of ProtoMalayo-Polynesian phonemes is based upon the cognates between Dempwolff 1 s and Dyen's lists of ~rote-morphemes and the four present day languages (100 cognates for Kalamian, 150 each for Tagabili, Bilaan and Agta) .
With few exceptions, only those reflexes have been listed for which at least three occurrences are attested. Reflexes separated by a semi-colon both occur, no conditioning factor being apparent, and in some cases, contrasting. The iata were inadequate to determine whether Dyen's four types of R have distinctive reflexes or not+ +!~e+~atf we~e also+in-adequate to determine refleXE;?B for n, n, N; z, Z and T. g 55.
Vowels
PMP +a, +e, +i, and +u occur in Kalamlan mostly as a, e, i and u respectively.
In the final syllable u occ¥rs as ~ither u or o with no apparent conditioning.
Words containing .a and u in two contiguous syllables have u in the first syllable and either u or o in the second.
PMP +a, +e, +1,+and +u occur o{ten in Tagabili as, a, e, i and u respectively.
a+followed by e in the next syllable occurs as e, except that fin~l ey preceded by a in+the previous syllable occurs as ay and the a occurs as a.
Final iq occur~ as ek, and ~d sometimes the preceding vowel occurs as e also. a followed bl -u in the next syllable ~ccurs either as o or a with no appa~ent c~n-ditioning.
Words with u in both syllable~ and with final q or k occur in words with o in both syllables.
a preceded by u in the previous syllab*e occurs eithe~ as a+or u with no clear conditioning.
Final syllable a followed by O or (h) occurring ash, occurs either as u or a.
PMP +a, +i, and +u occur in Bilaan often as a, i, and u respectively. +Penultimate syllable a occurs as either a or a! tinal syllable a occurs a~ either a: e, or a.
Penultimate syllable e islost+ final syllable +e occurs as eit~er a or a'. PlVIP +a, +e, +i and +u occur in Agta mostly as a, a, i and u respectively.
The proto sequ~nce vowel-laryngeal-vowel occurs as a fused single long vowel (e.g. aqu occurs as e) provided this sequence is followed by a consonant other than a laryngeal.
When followed by a laryngial the high vowel in such a sequence occurs as a semivowel+ (e.g. aqi occurs as ay).
An inte~ocalic consonant preaeded by e occurs as a geminated consonant. a occurs as a'before final coneonants other than q.
THE LARYNGEAL DATA4
Dempwolff Dyen Given in parentheses are "reflexes" which are attested in fewer than three words. The reduction of a PMP vowel-laryngeal-vowel sequence to a single v.owel reflex is represented by "rdn. 11 .,
The loss of a wordinitial syllable is represented by "loss".
Dyen's re-alignment of correspondence sets into PMP phonemes is supportid by the Kalamian data.
Kalamian k is a regular reflex or
Dyan's q in .. aJ.l positions, and no other PMP laryngeal has k as the regular Kalamian reflex.ll
The occurrence of k as a reflex of Dyents +q in all word positions is clear evidence for the phonetic realism of Dyents-:ri-alignment.12
The other three languages provide no better evidence on this point.
But see +q in Tagabilio
On the other hand, none of the four languages lends support to Dyan's third PMP laryngeal contrasto
In the data presented in sections 3 and 4 there is no evidence for a difference between the reflexes of Dyan's +hand +o in any position for any of the four languagesa 13
Whereas all but two cases of Dyan's initial +o reflect a single correspondence set, his final +p includes case.a belonging to four differing correspondence setsol4 If Dyen•s grouping of these correspondence sets into a single phoneme is valid, then it is reasonable to expect that among the many languages of the MalayoPolynesian group, at least one language will be found which bas the same reflex for all thise cases of final O -a reflex which contrasts with those for +n and q~ 62. The Kalamian data is presented in a broad phonetic script, being based upon a word list taken by H.P. McKaughan, supplemented by information from E. Ruch.
The phonemic status of sin initial and final positions is uncertain, as is that of o and u.
Two previous studies of Kalamian which the author has not-had tlie opportunity to consult are:
Father In such a case it is pointless to specify and attempt to explain every deviation in the data of section 3 from the reflexes established in section 2.
However, words whose forms are not completely accounted for by the reflexes of section 2 are given in italics.
Vowels more frequently show deviant reflexes than consonants.
Some of the deviations may also be due to unidentified affixes (especially in Kalamia.n) and to loan words (especially in Tagabili and Bilaan).
Following Dempwolff's practice, few words have been retained in section 3 which show two or more deviant refelxes within the probable word base. + Reconstructions are marked with an asterisk ( ).
Symbols in parentheses in~icate that the reconstruction is ambiguous at that Jj!Oint. +E.g. (tT)au means that the reconstruction is indeterminately tau or Tau.
Final (h) i~dicates that it is indeterminate whether the reconstruction ends in h or a vowel.
A hyphen(-) marks a morpheme boundary. 5o
The following deviant meanings may be noted: Kala.mian: 12. *he Kalamian and Tagabili k reflexes support Dyen's suggestion that q may have had a velar, pharyngeal ~r glottal articulation, and lends weight to the suggestion that q was a stop (Dyen, op. cit. p. 1).
13. This statement could conceivably prove inaccurate with a more extended body of data, and.with a careful examination of the apparently competing reflexes listed in sections 2 and 4. With res.pact to this latter point, in Tagabili and Bilaan there is some correlation between the various competing reflexes, pointing to a possibility of identifying two or more strata of vocabulary, each having its own reflexes for PMP phonemes·. Further evidence that these two languages contain a considerable body of loan words from one of the Lanao-Manobo group of languages is presented in Thomas and Healey, op. cit. 14. Dven, op. cit., p.24, sec. 96.
